Water-mediated base pairs represent a new base pair motif that has recently been identified in RNA structures (Holbrook et al., 1991; Rould et al., 1991; Cruse et al., 1994; Arnez & Steitz, 1996; Correll et al., 1997; Rath et al., 1998; Correll et al., 1999; Tanaka et al., 1999) . In these complexes the bases are connected by direct hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) and an additional water-mediated base-base H-bond interaction. One of the first examples was found by Holbrook et al. (1991) . In the RNA duplex (r-GGACUUCGGUCC) 2 the central GU and UC mismatches do not form an internal loop, but rather a highly regular helix. In the UC base pair H42 of cytosine is H-bonded to O4 of uracil and H3 of uracil and N3 of cytosine are linked by H-bonds to a tightly associated water molecule (temperature factor: 11.7 Å 2 ). The secondary structure of the RNA duplex and a schematic drawing of the water-mediated UC base complex is shown in Figure 1 . Due to the water molecule between the bases the C1'(U)...C1'(C) distance is even slightly larger than the corresponding distances of WatsonCrick pairs in an ideal helix. Hence, even though the UC base pair is of the pyrimidinepyrimidine type, its incorporation into a helix leads only to minor distortions of the helix geometry.
Thus far, it is not clear, whether the geometry of these unusual base complexes is due to their intrinsic properties or enforced by backbone or stacking restraints exerted by the nucleic acid environment. In addition, it has to be analysed whether or not crystal forces are important. Finally, the dynamic behaviour of water-mediated pairs remains to be assessed.
We have recently shown that the optimised geometry of the water-mediated UC complex obtained from quantum-chemical ab initio calculations closely resembles the experimental geometry observed in the nucleic acid environment (Brandl et al., 1999; Brandl et al., in press) . Further, the total interaction energy of the water-mediated UC pair is substantially more negative than the sum of the three pairwise contributions. Thus, the interaction energy shows a high degree of cooperativity. From these facts we have concluded 4 that the base pair geometry is primarily governed by the base constituents alone and is almost not affected by stacking and backbone effects. Hence, this base pair can be regarded as a structurally autonomous building block of RNA.
The quantum-chemical results indicate that neither the crystal nor the nucleic acid environment are required for the formation of this base pair. They cannot prove, however, if the base pair is also stable in solution. For another base pair there is, however, an argument in favor of the occurrence of water-mediated pairs in solution. The loop E 5S rRNA structure has been resolved both by X-ray crystallography (Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry: 354d) and NMR spectroscopy (PDB entry: 1a4d) (Correll et al., 1997; Dallas & Moore, 1997) . The loop E structure includes three water-mediated base pairs GG, GA and UG. It turns out that in the GA pair the distance between the base donor and acceptor sites involved in the water link (N1-H(G)...N1(A)) is with 3.88 and 3.92 Å almost the same in the NMR and X-ray structures even though in the NMR refinement water was not directly taken into account (in the X-ray structure the hydrogen atom positions were added with InsightII from Molecular Simulations, Inc). This clearly shows that at least this base pair occurs in solution with a geometry similar to the X-ray structure. This is not true for the other two water-mediated base pairs. In the GG case the O6...N7 distance is 1.34 Å longer in the X-ray structure, whereas for the UG complex the X-ray N3-H...H-N2 distance is shorter by 1.0 Å. In these cases the distances between the base donor/acceptor sites differ by approximately 1 Å between the X-ray and NMR structures.
It should be noted, however, that in the NMR structure calculations various restraints were inferred from the spectra rather than measured directly (Dallas & Moore, 1997) . A detailed comparison between the X-ray and NMR structures has shown that the water-mediated base pairs exhibit the same pairing pattern (Rife et al., 1999) . However, a quantitative comparison of single base-base distances was not done by these authors.
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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can be performed for complete medium-sized biopolymers in solution. They yield information on both the average structure and its dynamical behaviour. In particular these simulations enable one to analyse short timescales that are usually not studied by standard NMR spectroscopy. Note, however, that more recent techniques extend the timescale accessible by NMR spectroscopy into the picosecond range (Kay, 1998; Phan et al., 1999) . This opens up the possibility to compare directly simulation results with NMR data for movements occurring at this timescale. Finally, given the simulations are performed over sufficient long simulation times it becomes also possible to detect conformational changes. We have performed a 4 ns MD simulation of the RNA duplex (r-GGACUUCGGUCC) 2 in order to study the structure and dynamics of water-mediated UC base pairs.
Results and Discussion
We have first analysed the time course of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSd) of the simulated structure as compared to the starting geometry (results not shown). The RMSd value oscillates around a stable mean value of 2 Å. This indicates that the overall geometry of the complex remains stable during the simulation.
In order to study the structure and dynamics of base pairs we have analysed the time course of various inter-base distances. In Figure 2 results for the two water-mediated UC pairs (U6-C19, C7-U18) and for the flanking GU base pairs (U5-G20, G8-U17) are shown. Conformation I is characterised by a direct H-bond between one hydrogen atom of the cytosine amino group and the O4 atom of uracil with an average distance of about 2 Å. The distance between the water donor and acceptor sites H3(U) and N3(C) is around 4 Å. In conformation II both of these distances are substantially increased. In addition to the dominating conformations I and II, we find a UC pair with two direct H-bonds (III) for a short time of 400 ps and a further conformation that is similar to I but exhibits an increased
In Figure 3a average structures of conformations I and II are compared to the experimental RNA duplex structure. The superposition was done for the P, O1P, O2P, O3', and O5' backbone atoms of the flanking GU base pairs. It can be seen that conformation I corresponds to the water-mediated UC pair found in the RNA duplex X-ray structure. On the other hand, in conformation II the relative orientation of U and C is completely different to I.
The direct H-bond between the exocyclic amino group of cytosine and O4 of uracil is broken and the shortest inter-base distances occur between the cytosine amino group and O2 of uracil.
It is also obvious that uracil shows a much larger movement than cytosine in passing from I to II. We have performed a systematic analysis of backbone torsional angles in both conformations. It turned out that indeed for cytosine there are no major differences between I and II. On the other hand, for uracil significant changes occur for ε and ζ (U18: ε I = -153°, ε I I = -170°, ζ I = -66°, ζ I I = -82°).
Interestingly, conformation II bears resemblance to the geometry of a water-mediated UC pair found in the X-ray structure of the sarcin/ricin domain from E. coli 23 S rRNA (PDB code: 483d) . This can be seen from the superposition in Figure 3b . This distance has to be compared to the mean C1'...C1' distance of conformations IIa and IIb.
It is approximately 1 Å smaller than found in conformation II. It should be noted again, however, that the nucleic acid environment in this structure is different to the RNA duplex for which the simulations were performed. Holbrook et al. (1997) have pointed out that the RNA dodecamer duplex exhibits only slight deviations from a canonical A-form RNA. To gain more detailed insight we have analysed the experimental duplex structure and two different average structures generated from the simulations using the CURVES algorithm (Lavery & Sklenar, 1988) . In one simulated structure both UC pairs adopt conformation I (simulation time range: 1920 -2230 ps) and in the other one the base pair U7-C18 is in conformation II whereas the C7-U18 pair is still in conformation I (simulation time range: 2230 -2630 ps). In the experimental structure the most significant deviations in the base pair parameters are seen for the buckle (-11.59º; +11.59º) and opening (-35.43º; -35.43º ) values of the water-mediated UC pairs. These values have to be compared with 0º and -4.2º for a canonical A-RNA. With 2.36 Å the rise between the two water-mediated UC pairs is decreased as compared to the standard value of 2.81 Å.
Finally, deviations from canonical A-RNA data are also seen for the roll and twist angle pattern. The simulated structure where both UC pairs adopt conformation I exhibits helical parameters that are similar to the corresponding values of the experimental RNA duplex structure. Finally, we have analysed the average duplex structure with U6-C19 in conformation I and C7-U18 in conformation II. Many of the geometrical parameters are similar to the value of the other simulated structure. Significant differences are seen for the rise between the two UC pairs that is further reduced (1.79 Å) and for the twist angle pattern of base pair steps 5-6, 6-7, and 7-8. The latter change is due to the different orientation of U and C in conformations I and II.
Thus far we have analysed the base pair geometries without taking water directly into account. In a next step, we have selected all water molecules that fulfil H-bond criteria (Hbond donor and acceptor heavy atom distance D...A < 3.5 Å, D-H...A angle > 120º) to both of the base donor or acceptor sites for more than 10 % of the lifetime of conformations I or II.
The results are displayed in Table 1 . It should be clarified that in conformation I water is both acceptor and donor and in conformation II it is a double acceptor. Within conformations Ic and Id only one water is included. By contrast, conformations Ia, Ib, IIa, and IIb involve two to four long-lived water molecules. In all cases, however, over the major part of the lifetime of a particular conformation water-mediated base-base H-bond contacts are observed. The most extreme case is found for conformation Ic. In this case the residence time of water 1255 is practically identical to the lifetime of the conformation (~ 1 ns). This is the longest water residence time we have ever seen in a molecular dynamics simulation. Note, that the total residence times of water molecules in a particular conformation are smaller than the ''from-to'' residence times. The ''from-to'' times indicate the first and last occurrence of a water molecule fulfilling the H-bond criteria. Within this time range the H-bond criteria may be violated for a short time.
A detailed view of two representative examples of the water dynamics is shown in Figure 5 . For conformation Ic the water remains in place over the whole lifetime of the conformation. On the other hand, in conformation IIb four water molecules are involved (Table 1 ). In Figure 5 the dynamics of the water exchange for three of them is shown. First, water 2146 is linked to the UC pair. It is then replaced by water 1461 which is in turn replaced by water 352. This water exchange occurs without major effects on the base pair geometry. Conformational switching is a general phenomenon in nucleic acids. For example, it has been recognised that switches between alternative conformations of rRNA must occur during translation. Direct evidence for this phenomenon has recently be found in E. coli 16S rRNA (Lodmell & Dahlberg, 1997) . Base pair switching is also assumed to occur in homologous genetic recombination (Nishinaka et al., 1998) . In both cases the base pairs first unpair and then form new pairs after the conformational change.
In addition to these specific examples a systematic base pair disruption is required for replication and transcription of double-stranded nucleic acids. In model systems the dynamics of base pair opening has been studied by the 1 H NMR exchange rates of the imino protons upon titration with the exchange catalyst ammonia, for example (Gueron & Leroy, 1995; Dornberger et al., 1999) . The values of the base pair dissociation constants depend on the base pair type, on the location of the base pair in the helix centre or end and on possible effects exerted by proteins or other ligands. On the whole, this process occurs in the millisecond time range. There are, however, exceptions like the internal C.C+ pairs in the so-called i-motif with a lifetime of hundreds of seconds (Gueron & Leroy, 1995) .
A conformational switch within one and the same base pair has been observed for a DNA fragment, which is capable of forming an intramolecular triple helix as well as a hairpin structure (Van Dongen et al., 1996) . In both conformations base pairing occurs between the first cytosine and guanine of the CCCG loop. However, a Watson-Crick GC pair is formed at neutral pH, whereas a Hoogsteen C(+)-G pair is found at low pH. In this case the base pair remains intact but its geometry and H-bond pattern changes.
In the examples mentioned thus far the conformational change is in all cases induced by external factors like the translation process, genetic recombination or a pH change. In contrast, the conformational switching observed for the water-mediated UC pair is an intrinsic property of the system.
Conformational transitions in nucleic acids have also been studied by molecular dynamics simulations. Here the main focus has been on A/B conformational preferences in DNA (Yang & Pettitt, 1996; Cheatham & Kollman, 1996) or on the conversion between incorrect and correct loop geometries in RNA (Miller & Kollman, 1997; Williams & Hall, 1999) . It is also known that extremely short base pair opening events are occasionally 12 observed in molecular dynamics simulations. Examples can be seen for the GU pairs in Figure   2 . However, the conformational switching found for the water-mediated UC pairs is to our knowledge a hitherto unknown type of conformational transitions in nucleic acids. It adds a new feature to a better understanding of the dynamics of RNA structures.
Conclusions
A 4 ns MD simulation of the RNA duplex (r-GGACUUCGGUCC) 2 reveals switching of the two water-mediated UC base pairs between different conformations. One of the two dominating conformations found in the simulation corresponds to the geometry of watermediated UC pairs of the duplex X-ray structure with water acting both as H-bond donor and acceptor. The H-bond between the water oxygen and the N3-H3 donor site of uracil is retained during the lifetime of this conformation. However, the water molecule is rotating from time to time thereby disrupting the H-bond between one water OH group and the N3 acceptor site of cytosine and forming a new H-bond involving the other water OH group. Another conformation bears resemblance to a water-mediated UC base pair found in the X-ray structure of the 23S rRNA sarcin/ricin domain. In this case two base donor sites form H-bonds with water oxygen. For a very short time also a direct UC base pair and a further conformation that is similar to the one found in the RNA duplex structure but exhibits an increased H3(U)...N3(C) distance is found. These results show that the water-mediated UC base pairs are characterised by a different dynamics as compared to the Watson-Crick and non-canonical guanine-uracil pairs with two or three direct H-bonds.
The conformational variability and greater flexibility of the water-mediated UC base pairs as compared to conventional pairs is very likely a general property of these unusual pairs. This 13 should be taken into account when considering these structural elements as RNA building blocks and as recognition motifs.
Computational Procedure
MD simulations of the RNA duplex (r-GGACUUCGGUCC) 2 were performed with the AMBER program package (Case et al., 1997) adopting the Cornell force field (Cornell et al., 1995) and the starting coordinates were taken from the experimental RNA duplex X-ray structure (PDB entry: 255d; Holbrook et al., 1991) . The counterion placement is described elsewhere (Schneider & Sühnel, 1999) . We have used 22 Na + counterions, additional 12 Na + /Cl -pairs (0.1 mol/l) and 2962 TIP3P water molecules to solvate the RNA. The system density was 1.06 g/cm 3 with box dimensions of 42*57*42 Å 3 . The total system consisted of 9696 atoms. It was heated up over 10 ps with a following equilibration run of 100 ps at 300 K.
Then an unrestrained simulation was done over 4000 ps at constant temperature (300K) and constant pressure (1 atm) with anisotropic scaling and a time step of 2 fs. SHAKE was applied to all bonds including hydrogen. The nonbonded pair list was updated every 10 steps. The electrostatic interactions were calculated by particle-mesh Ewald summation with a grid spacing of approximately 1 Å. Coordinates were saved at time steps of 1 ps. Secondary structure of the simulated RNA duplex and structural formula of the water-mediated UC base pair occurring in the duplex X-ray structure (Holbrook et al., 1991;  PDB code: 255d). 
